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Abstract
This document is one of the parts of the electronic version of the PhD thesis by
SFM van Vlijmen  The goal of the PhD project was to get a better under
standing of the problems with the integration of formal specication technique in
the day to day software practice The approach followed was to execute a number
of projects in cooperation with industry on realistic cases
In this document is reported on the use of the algebraic formalism BPAr	
 to
model parts of Protocold BPAr	
 is a member of the ACP family of process
algebras Protocold is a language that was at the time of the project used by
Philips to specify television sets Protocold features a form of backtracking The
properties of the backtracking in Protocold have been studied by modelling them
in BPAr	
 that also features backtracking The project revealed some strange
properties of backtracking in Protocold
The project discussed in this chapter was executed mid  It was about
the semantics of the language Protocold a language developed at the Philips
Research Laboratories in Eindhoven From previous studies it appeared that
semantical unclearities existed around the backtracking capabilities of this
language The notion of backtracking aroused curiosity and motivated the
development of a variant of process algebra BPAr that featured back	
tracking 
 The approach taken here was what is backtracking and how
can it be modelled algebraically Hence it was not aimed at Protocold This
chapter is about an experiment in which BPAr is used in a semantical study
on Protocold The aim was not to provide the full language Protocold with a
formal semantics we felt that rst some basic understanding of Protocold and

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the feasibility of the approach had to be established The study is aimed at the
operational meaning of some elementary language constructs from Protocold
in the style of process algebra ie to see whether the execution of Protocold
fragments could be adequately specied as BPAr processes Hence the
study must be regarded preliminary because only a fragment was studied
In the Sections   and  is elaborated on the languages BPAr and
Protocold their background and relationship Then in Section  the oper	
ational semantics of Protocold is presented in an informal style that follows
the documentation on the languages In Section  the semantical ideas are
presented Finally an evaluation follows in the Sections  and  This chapter
is based on 

 Introduction
In this section fragments of texts on Cold the Common Object	oriented
Language for Design see 
 and Protocold are cited from 

Protocold is a member of the Cold family of languages The Cold lan	
guages were developed by Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven with the
main aim of making formal specication technique useful in the context of
industrial software development
The Cold languages are said to constitute a wide spectrum language an
integrated linguistic framework that supports descriptive techniques relevant
to the various stages of software development ranging from specication to
implementation
Cold	 is a user	friendly member of the Cold family Cold	 is intended
as a practical vehicle for writing formal specications at various levels of ab	
straction The language supports eg algebraic specication techniques pre	
and postcondition style denitions as well as algorithmic forms of descrip	
tion formal pseudo code Specications written in Cold	 are generally not
executable ie they cannot be compiled automatically to executable code
Protocold is regarded as an executable fragment of Cold	 specications
written in Protocold besides being used as specications can also be used as
programs that can be run on a computer thus adding a prototyping capability
to Cold This is not completely true because an executable Cold	 specica	
tion of a given system also referred to in 
 as a mixed specication actually
consists of two layers A bottom layer specied in Cold	 describes in pre	
and postcondition style the physical components of the system A top layer
specied in Protocold describes the control structure
The following fragment clearly states that a Protocold expression can be
viewed as either a specication or a program Each description in Protocold
has an abstract meaning as determined by its interpretation as a Cold	 spec	
ication In addition it has an operational meaning semantics vVvW
as determined by the behaviour it displays when it is executed as a program
The operational meaning should of course comply with the abstract meaning

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in the sense that the behaviour displayed during execution of the descrip	
tion satises the specication which is a requirement to be satised by the
language implementation
It would be good if the user of Protocold did not need to focus on opera	
tional semantics but Unfortunately there are a number of restrictions in the
language eg well	formedness requirements vVvW

 that can only be
explained and understood if at least a basic understanding of the operational
meaning of the Protocold language constructs exists This applies particularly
to those restrictions that are aimed at achieving eciency of execution
It is in the semantics of Protocold that some diculties arise In 
 and 

attempts were made to provide Protocold with a formal semantics particularly
wrt backtracking which is used to undo the binding of object names in case
of failure Both authors approached the semantics of Protocold in a relational
style which concerns the IO behaviour of program constructs ie it relates
initial states with nal states that result from successful termination This
turned out to be a dicult undertaking
For the study of the semantical intricacies of backtracking in Protocold
an algebraic axiomatic approach to backtracking may be useful if one con	
nes oneself to an algebraic setting the properties of backtracking have to be
expressed in a relatively simple and clear way the triggering of backtracking
and the undoing of undesired eects are explicitly described on the syntactic
level Moreover it may be easier to understand backtracking in Protocold
through bisimulation semantics which is a ner equivalence than relational
semantics
The specic process algebra variant that may t this purpose is BPAr
Basic Process Algebra with backtracking which was recently developed for
the specication and study of processes with backtracking see 

A general informal denition of backtracking could be the following back
tracking is the return from some point B in a program or formal specication
where no further progress is possible to the nearest point A where executable
alternatives exist  In accordance with this view backtracking can be con	
cerned not only with the restoring of old values and states of data structures
but also with a return to previous choice moments in the control structure of
a program or specication
Of course in the real world not all actions can be undone Protocold re	
gards backtracking as the undoing of the bindings of object names in case a
process fails while backtracking over data	state transformations is not possi	
ble Data	state transformations are called side eects in Protocold this name

There is a number of requirements on the wellformedness of Protocold expressions most
of which can be detected statically at compile time Important in this category are the
restrictions on the binding of object names see Section  A requirement that has to
be veried dynamically runtime is the Sequential Composition Requirement see Section
	
 For detailed information on the wellformedness of Protocold expressions the reader
is referred to 

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emphasizes that the eect is external and out of reach The binding of object
names and the undoing of bindings are not considered side eects
BPAr also has data	states and transformations on it But these notions
have a more general scope ie they are not conned to a particular kind of
action or eect BPAr regards backtracking as the undoing of datastate
transformations in case a process fails Moreover it oers means to model
delineations on backtracking eg specify whether or not an action can be
reversed In particular it turns out to be possible to model the delineations
that Protocold selects To that end however bindings of object names have
to be explicitly modelled and made part of the data	state because bindings
of object names are not available in BPAr In BPAr one can model
assignments by means of specic actions and the state operator
Conventions
We associate Protocold with the top layer of a mixed specication Un	
less stated otherwise we interpret Protocold specications accordingly and
if we talk about the meaning of a Protocold specication we talk about its
operational semantics The abstract semantics of a Protocold specication is
associated with the semantics of Cold	
 BPA with backtracking
Because BPAr is a relatively unknown variant of ACP a short presentation
of this language is presented contrary to the other project languages For
ACP the reader is referred to 
 BPAr Basic Process Algebra with
backtracking is semantically based on processes that transform datastates in
a deterministic way 
 In the BPAr formalism backtracking is regarded
as the undoing of the eects on some initial data	state in case this process
fails
The process language of BPAr is basically that of Basic Process Alge	
bra BPA The latter is a basic fragment of ACP with guarded commands
Guarded commands are also known as conditionals ie if 	 then 	  con	
structs 
 We assume that atomic actions are subject to enabledness in
an implicit way ie for any action a
a  enableda  a
where  denotes the guarded command operator The formalism that com	
bines BPA with guarded commands and enabledness is known as BPA
gce

Backtracking is modelled by a binary operator r The r operator is
axiomatized in such a way that it can be eliminated from closed terms in favour
of the  choice the  sequential composition and the guarded command
The undoing of actions representing backtracking on the syntactic level is
modelled by the insertion of undo actions in the alternative to be executed
upon failure Special ag actions are used to replace an action as soon as

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it has invoked backtracking This is done in order to prevent a single action
from invoking new undo actions and thus backtracking more than once This
could be the case if an action occurs in the scope of more than one r operator
As soon as an action has triggered backtracking it is replaced by its copy which
is a ag action By denition ag actions cannot trigger backtracking
For example undoa denotes the action which semantically speaking can
undo eects of the action a on data	states and aga denotes a duplicate of
a The action aga is a duplicate of a in the sense that it has the same data	
state transformations associated with it but it does not behave in a manner
identical to a in the context of r
In addition to the introduction of notions such as ag actions and undo
actions other design decisions were made to provide a backtracking operator
with pleasant computational properties the most characteristic of which are
listed below

Restrictions on and additional structure for the set of actions are needed
This is achieved by partitioning the actions of A according to three unary
partitioning predicates that represent dierent properties in the context
of the backtracking operator The partition of A basically consists of the
types of action explained below
 Actions that satisfy the predicate Invertible which are actions that are
invertible on the semantic level and moreover are considered to be invert	
ible on the syntactic level For any formally invertible action a exactly
one inverse is selected as the inverse and is further called undoa Also
a copy aga is made Inverse actions undo actions and ag actions
are considered to be not invertible in any sense they satisfy the predicate
Pass
 Actions that are transparent to backtracking are characterized by the
predicate Pass
 Actions that refute any backtrack possibility are characterized by the pred	
icate Commit 
The classication of the actions from the set A is done with the help of an
algorithm described in 
 This classication leads to an extended set of
actions
A
flag
 A  faga j a  A  Invertibleag
There are also restrictions wrt enabledness on A
flag
and the partitioning
predicates These restrictions are combined in a Boolean algebra B A
flag

which thus denes the interpretation of guards in BPAr expressions

The r is associative and hence more suitable for algebraic reasoning
provided that inverse actions are uniformly enabled ie in every data	state
Example  The dierent behaviour of the various types of action is best
illustrated by the backtracking axiom Ba from 
 Let a  A
flag
 and p q

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be terms over BPAr

 Ba reads
a  prq
Ba
 enableda  Invertiblea  Flaga  prUndoa  q 
enableda  Passa  a  prq 
enableda  Commita  a  p 
enableda  q
For Invertiblea  true we have Flaga  aga and Undoa  undoa
otherwise Flaga  Undoa   the special constant  denotes deadlock or
inaction 
The notion of a data environment is fundamental for backtracking in BPAr
because backtracking in this formalism is based on transformations of data	
states Such a data environment is dened relative to a set A
flag
and a
Boolean algebra B A
flag
 Data	states form a basic ingredient of a data envi	
ronment as well as the functions action eect  and eval  The data	states are
given by an abstract set S and are deterministically transformed by actions
according to a function
eect  A
flag
 S  S
The interaction of processes with data	states is described by state operators

s
 P  P
where P denotes the set of BPAr terms and s  S State operators
relate the separate semantic level described by the data environment to
the process language Conceptually an application of the state operator to a
process expression in a given initial data	state can be regarded as an evaluation
or execution For the use of the state operator in a given data environment
two more functions are dened
action  A
flag
 S  A
flag
 fg
which denes for every action the resulting action under application of the
state operator and
eval  B A
flag
 S  B A
flag

which relates guards to data	states We nish this section with a small exam	
ple of a recursively specied process over BPA
gce
thus without backtracking
Example  Let a b c  A X  a  b  c  X and let the data
environment be dened as follows

The set S of data	states is dened as set of states of a stack over a set
D  fd

 d

g with the following functions a sort Boolean is assumed to be

The operators of BPAr in order of decreasing binding strength r 
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available

S
  Stack
push  D  Stack  Stack
tail  Stack  Stack
eq  Stack  Stack  Boolean
These functions satisfy the following equations where s  Stack  and d  D
tail
S
  
S
 tailpushd s  s eq       

The action function is dened as the identity

For all s  Stack the eect function is given by
eecta s  tails
eectb s  pushd

 s
eectc s  pushd

 s

The evaluation of the enabled predicate is given by
evalenableda s  noteqs 
S

evalenabledb s  evalenabledc s  true
The data environment is related to the process X by means of the state op	
erator in any data	state X can be evaluated If s  Stack and d  D we can
derive the following expressions


S
X  b  
pushd


S

X  c  
pushd


S

X

pushds
X  a  
s
X 
b  
pushd

pushds
X 
c  
pushd

pushds
X

 Cold and Protocold
Relevant notions from Cold	 and Protocold are introduced and compared
with notions from BPAr We start by discussing Cold	 by brie y ex	
plaining how states and state transformations are looked at and how the
basic language constructs ie assertions terms and procedures interact with
these notions Much attention is paid to procedures as these form the building
blocks of Protocold expressions In parallel most operators from Protocold
are introduced In conclusion we analyse some semantic notions that play a

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central role in backtracking in Protocold bindings of object names and the
status of these bindings
 States assertions and terms
In Cold	 the global state space associated with a specication is regarded as
a collection of algebraic structures also called states A state consists of the
following state components

sorts which are sets containing objects

predicates which are relations dened on sorts

functions which are possibly partial mappings from a number of sorts to
another sort In fact predicates are special Boolean functions mappings
from a number of sorts to the Boolean values
A state component can be variable or constant  which indicates whether or not
it can be instantiated and modied during an execution State transformations
are directly associated with modications of variable state components This
type of state components thus plays a central role in the interpretation of
Cold	 specications because the semantics of Cold	 is relational Cold	
specications are regarded state transformers
Example  Consider the declarations in Figure  Some denitions of
sorts predicates and functions are given there For instance the sort Mode
consists of  constants also called objects Also a variable function mode is
dened onMode The last line of code gives the initialization of this function



State information ie information on the values of sorts functions or predi	
cates can be referred to with the help of assertions and terms
Assertions in a Cold	 specication are statements about the state which
during an execution are evaluated either as TRUE or as FALSE Assertions
cannot change the state
As is the case with languages such as Pascal or C assertions can be com	
posed using propositional operators such as AND OR and NOT Relational
operators built	in predicates such as  and  inequality are also avail	
able Two special types of assertions are the precondition assertion see Section
 and the binding assertion see Section 
Furthermore there are the terms of Cold	 which are also closely related
to states A term is a typed element in the language that during an execution
denotes a specic element of a sort eg a natural number a string of ASCII
characters Like assertions terms cannot in uence the state

Most examples of Cold and Protocold specications are borrowed from  Keywords
are printed bold

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SORT Natural
FUNC destination  	  Natural VAR
SORT Mode
FUNC pausing  	  Mode
FUNC moving  	  Mode
FUNC loading  	  Mode
FUNC mode  	  Mode VAR
PRED is busy 
PRED stopped loading  VAR
AXIOM INIT  mode  pausing
Figure  Example of the denition of sorts predicates and functions
We see that the notion of states from Cold	 is a more specic notion than
the data	states from BPAr However there is one important limitation
to the observability of state information in Cold	 The denition of state
components in a particular component

of the specication is hidden if it
is not part of the export section of that component If information from a
component C

of a specication is hidden it cannot be referred to by another
component C

that imports C


	 Procedures and state transformations
The basic syntactic objects of Cold	 on which operations are dened are func	
tions predicates and procedures In the above the functions and predicates
are called state components because they constitute together with the sorts
the state space A procedure p of Cold	 is viewed as a relation between
states ie a set of pairs of states where each pair of states s s

 semantically
represents a state transition referred to as an atomic action in 
 and 

If p has also input parameters t

     t
n
 then p is regarded as a relation
with elements of the form s t

     t
n
 s

 Only state components that are
specied as variable using VAR can be transformed by a procedure Trans	
formations of state components are called side eects In operational contexts

Components are the building blocks of a specication and the notion of components
is central in the SPRINT method see 	 and  which is a formal method for the
development of control software for audio and video systems

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SPRINT jargon the state components are also referred to as state observers
and the procedures as state transformers
Closely related to state transitions are the notions success and failure
Abstractly speaking a call of a procedure p is said to succeed in a state s if
there exists a state s

such that p can transform s to s

 Otherwise p is said
to fail in s For those who are familiar with this we note that there are many
similarities between Cold	 and Protocold on the one hand and dynamic logic
on the other see 

Roughly speaking there are two ways in which a procedure can be specied
in Cold	

 The rst is the pre and postcondition style which is as follows a
procedure a name with possibly some arguments consists of two assertions
where one assertion the precondition must hold before execution and the
other the postcondition holds after execution
This type of procedure is conceptually very similar to the actions of BPAr
The precondition tests the enabledness and the postcondition gives the eect
An important dierence is that postconditions can introduce non	determinism
in a specication An example of this is given below
Example  In the specication below non	determinism is introduced by
the OR function in the postcondition It is not known beforehand whether or
not stopped loading will hold after the execution of load step
PROC load step  	 
PRE mode  loading
SAT MOD mode stopped loading
POST mode  loading AND NOT stopped loading OR
mode  pausing AND stopped loading

The second type of procedure is given by the denition of some composite ex
pression We will refer to these procedures as being specied in the algorithmic
style The binary operators used for the construction of these procedures are
the sequential composition  and choice j From an abstract point of view
the choice is made non	deterministically
In composite expressions guard expressions often appear which have the
form A where A is an assertion Semantically such guard expressions are
interpreted as follows if A is evaluated as TRUE in a given state the guard
expression A succeeds in this state otherwise it fails The assertion TRUE
is operationally equivalent to the special Protocold expression SKIP
Precondition calls often appear in guard expressions If p is a procedure

Next to the two types of procedure specications we treat in this chapter several inter
mediate forms are possible

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then p is a precondition call in the context  p is called a precondition
assertion An evaluation of p is interpreted as a test of whether p can
be executed successfully If p is a procedure in pre	 and postcondition style
a test of the precondition will suce it can be regarded as a test on the
enabledness of p If p is a procedure in algorithmic style things are dierent
because such a precondition call will often lead to partial execution of p Some
complications may occur due to the fact that during a precondition call object
names logical variables see Section  may become bound Precondition
calls are not allowed to cause side	eects
Another type of expression that can occur in procedures is the binding
expression see Section  One important operator which we do not in	
vestigate in this discussion is the unary iteration operator 
 Study of this
operator requires an algebraic setting with recursion or iteration for iteration
in process algebra see 

Example  A typical Protocold specication
PROC control step  	 
DEF  power on event  initialise
j NOT power on event   play control
j selection control
j credit control 
 
adjust display

In Cold	 jargon a distinction is made between procedures and expressions
expressions being dened in the body of algorithmic style procedures We
will not always make this distinction If no confusion can arise expressions
that can transform states are identied with procedures in order to preserve
the analogy between the process terms over BPAr and procedures
To sum up this section at the low level in the pre	 post condition style
procedures in Protocold can be regarded as the counterparts of actions in
BPAr except that the latter formalism does not allow for non	deterministic
eects in actions Such procedures can be modelled otherwise however be	
cause this non	determinism can be modelled as process behaviour using the
choice operator see Section  At the upper level in the algorithmic style
procedures are operationally comparable with processes

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 Object names and bindings of object names
An object name denotes an element or an object from a sort and is consid	
ered a single assignment variable and therefore diers from the variables of
eg Pascal After an object name has been bound to a certain object it
always refers to this object in a given scope In the literature this property is
sometimes called referential transparency 
In Protocold we can distinguish between two types of object names local
object names which are created with the keyword LET and parameter object
names which are created with IN The scope of an object name is the body
of the function predicate or procedure in which it is created
Example 
PRED p  Natural
IN x
DEF LET y  Natural 
   

The binding of an object name x to an object denoted by a term t is done
by x  t A binding can occur in an assertion or an expression as a binding
assertion or a binding expression respectively A binding can also be part of
a term in which case the binding is the prex of another term cf the guards
in expressions Bindings do not occur as terms as such
Object names are considered single assignment variables Therefore the
 must be regarded an equality test rather than an assignment if the left
argument an object name is already bound
Example 
PRED false 
DEF LET x  Natural 
x   AND x   AND x  
Initially x is not bound to any object so the rst x   succeeds
	
 The
next x   also succeeds because x and  denote the same object After this
binding x and  denote dierent objects so x   fails and the predicate
as a whole fails 

In Example  we already assume some specic order in which the bindings are evalu
ated A more abstract point of view is also possible the DEF clause in this example can
be interpreted as the predicate x  Natural  x    x    x  

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A binding status which can have three values free bound  or dummy  is
associated with each object name in Protocold If an object name is free a
binding changes it to bound If an object name is bound a binding of this
name can be interpreted as an equality test Any attempt to bind an object
name with the dummy status fails
Function calls and predicate calls must be done with bound object names
Procedures can be called with free object names which will be bound or
dummy after execution This also holds for precondition calls so precondition
calls can have binding eects every change of the binding status of object
names will be called a binding eect
The binding status is important because it is forbidden in Protocold to
refer to the value of an object name before it has been bound In order to
detect possible violations of this demand at compile time the dummy status
is used the dummy status signals suspect situations If an object name
with free or dummy status is referred to in a specication the specication is
incorrect On the various demands on the use of object names that must be
satised by a correct specication the reader is referred to 
 and 

In general if the binding status of an object is bound or dummy this status
is maintained unless backtracking is applied for a counterexample see the
binding eects of the negation assertion in 
 In the following sections we
will see how backtracking is used to change the binding status back to free
We note once again that changes in binding status are not considered side
eects
Nevertheless if we want to model the backtracking in Protocold with
BPAr a binding eect has to be regarded a data	state transformation
because backtracking in BPAr is based on transformations of data	states
 The execution of mixed specications
We now discuss what an executable specication in Cold	 is and what is
meant by an execution of such a specication Next we show how two fun	
damentally dierent interpretations of the choice operator of Protocold are
conceivable In one interpretation the non	determinism is removed from the
choice expressions during an execution and in the other the non	determinism
is preserved at the cost of a more complicated operational semantics We also
argue that the execution of a mixed specication can be viewed as the eval	
uation of a BPAr term Finally some typical examples of Protocold
expressions with possible backtracking are discussed

 Specications in Cold	 and Protocold
A specication in executable Cold	 is also referred to as a mixed specication
A mixed specication consists of two layers The lower layer is formed by a
Cold	 specication of which the procedures are written in pre	 and postcon	

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dition style The higher level of a mixed specication is called Protocold At
this level procedures are specied in the algorithmic style As a consequence
pure executable Protocold specications do not exist
From an abstract relational point of view the set of possible nal states
that can be reached by successfully executing a mixed specication is a subset
of the set of nal states that exists according to the abstract Cold	 semantics
We will see that this subsetting of nal states can be accounted for in a quite
comprehensible way when we approach the execution of mixed specications
operationally
We now provide an informal denition of the execution of a mixed speci	
cation the execution of a mixed specication is the process that tries to nd
a successfully terminating trace  As soon as such a trace is found the exe	
cution is successfully completed If no such trace is found the execution has
failed We observe that the above notion of execution is very similar to that
of the language Prolog except that Prolog can nd more than one solution
successfully terminating trace in succession Note that from now on we ap	
proach Protocold operationally and that we implicitly use a semantics that
identies fewer expressions than a relational semantics
We can now make the following interesting observation the expression
p p must be operationally dierent from p because in case of success some
process	like activity the evaluation of p precedes the execution of p
For a proper understanding of the operational semantics of Protocold we
comment on the fact that in the execution of a Protocold specication the
non	determinism can be removed from expressions that contain the choice op	
erator j or the function OR The execution of p

j p

can be interpreted as
try to execute p

and if this fails try to execute p

 The evaluation of an
assertion A

OR A

is then interpreted as see whether A

is true otherwise
see whether A

is true This way of looking at executions implies that ex	
pressions that contain choice operators are operationally fully sequential and
deterministic
There is however another way of looking at choice in Protocold Choice
can be kept non	deterministic by interpreting choice expressions p j q as fol	
lows try to execute p

and if this fails try to execute p

or try to execute p

and if this fails try to execute p

 In order to distinguish between these two
fundamentally dierent semantic notions of choice we write j
L
 left choice
when we explicitly want to reason about a deterministic choice operator and
j
C
 commutative choice when we want to reason about the non	deterministic
variant If our remarks concern both approaches we simply write j
At this stage we can already see a parallel between the execution of a
mixed specication and the evaluation of a BPAr term with the help
of the state operator However also the evaluation of assertions displays
process	like behaviour As a consequence we cannot take full advantage of
the relatively simple way Boolean expressions are handled in BPAr in
BPAr the logical connectives  and  are commutative

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The possibility of regarding executions of mixed specications as terms of
BPAr is the main topic of Section 

	 Examples of expressions with backtracking
As Cold	 was designed to be a single assignment language see Section 
with its inherent complications with variable bindings some form of back	
tracking is needed to undo the bindings of objects in case an execution fails
In fact backtracking in Protocold can be regarded as the modication of the
binding status of objects from bound or dummy to free
We demonstrate the process of execution particularly wrt backtracking
with the help of some simple expressions from Protocold We start by dis	
cussing the choice operator Let p

 p

    range over Protocold expressions
The expression p

j
L
p

must be interpreted as try to execute p

and if
this fails undo the binding eects made by p

and try to execute p




 So if
the binding of variables and the undoing of binding eects are operationally
regarded as actions the expression p j p does generally not behave as p A
fundamental question that now arises is whether or not the binding eects of p

are undone if p

fails also We need a working hypothesis on this problem so we
extend our denition of the execution of a mixed specication as follows The
execution of a mixed specication is the process that tries to nd a successfully
terminating trace If this process fails all its binding eects are undone So
the answer to the above question is yes
According to the above denition the expression p

 p

must be interpreted
as try to execute p

and if this fails undo the binding eects Otherwise try
to execute p

and if this fails undo the binding eects of both p

and p




The way procedures can be constructed from other procedures is not com
positional in the sense BPAr terms are Textual substitution of a proce	
dure p

dened by p


j p


in a procedure p

 p

yields a procedure p


j p


 p

that in general is operationally dierent to p

 p

 To illustrate this if p

suc	
ceeds in p

 p

 it is not possible to backtrack inside p

if p

fails In Protocold
one is not allowed to backtrack into the body of a procedure in a context
of some larger composite higher level procedure In other words once a
procedure has succeeded it cannot be re	entered by backtracking If we refer
to this property we say that backtracking is contextual  Backtracking over a
procedure is possible if no side eects have been caused by this procedure
Example  This example demonstrates in a more formal way the contex	
tual behaviour of backtracking in Protocold an execution of the procedure

If p

fails after a side eect the execution of p

j
L
p

leads to a runtime error  because
backtracking over side eects is not allowed
	
An important semantic restriction on Protocold specications is that expressions p

 p

must satisfy the Sequential Composition Requirement  ie if p

succeeds with a side eect
then p

must succeed This requirement is a consequence of the design decision not to allow
backtracking over side eects in Protocold

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surprise fails and ok succeeds
PROC p  Natural 	 
IN x
DEF x   j
L
x  
PROC surprise  	 
DEF LET y  Natural 
py y  
PROC ok  	 
DEF LET y  Natural 
y   j
L
y   y  
Note that surprise would succeed if p were dened by
PROC p  Natural 	 
IN x
DEF x   j
L
x  
As a consequence the choice operator j
L
 cannot be commutative not even
when interpreted in a relational semantics 
We now consider the non	deterministic and therefore commutative choice
operator j
C
 as dened in the previous section If we turn to the example
above and replace j
L
 by j
C
 in the procedure p we see that the execution of
surprise may fail but may also succeed Generally speaking an execution of
a specication with j
C
 operators may fail but may also succeed due to the
combination of non	determinism and the contextual behaviour of backtrack	
ing
What is also demonstrated by the examples above is that a successful
execution of a Protocold specication in general yields a subset of the set of
nal states that exist according to the abstract semantics of Cold	
The most characteristic example of backtracking in Protocold is given by
p

j p

 p

 This expression behaves in the same way as p

 p

j p

 p

 which
demonstrates that backtracking is not bound to the scope of the j opera	
tor only but pervades expressions as a whole This property will be referred
to as the rightdistributivity of  over j It leads us to the conclusion
that a canonical mapping from Protocold to BPAr operators does not ex	
ist in BPAr sequential composition does not distribute over the r opera	
tor We see however that the parallel between Protocold and Prolog where
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conjunction right	distributes over disjunction becomes more convincing once
backtracking is introduced
 An interpretation of Protocold
A data environment for the specication of object names and object name
bindings is dened suitable for use in BPAr Next a small language PC
L
is dened for the description of the operational behaviour of Protocold	like
expressions in which precondition calls and guard expressions are not consid	
ered Operational equivalences that hold in Protocold are modelled in PC
L
by
rules eg procedure calls are modelled with a unary call operator 
  and
the specic contextual properties of backtracking in Protocold are formalized
with rules for 
  The distributivity of  over j
L
 is modelled by a distribu	
tion rule and normal forms over PC
L
 are dened as expressions without
the call operator to which the distribution rule can no longer be applied We
comment on a possible language PC
C
 based on a non	deterministic commu	
tative choice operator j
C
 In conclusion we dene a mapping of normal forms
over PC
L
 to BPAr terms
 A data environment with object names and
object name bindings
For the specication of processes with object names and object name bindings
over BPAr a special data environment is dened For simplicity we as	
sume that all object names have the same type named Type We assume that
the Booleans are given and that the constants true false and the standard
functions and  or and not are given Before we can give a data environment
for BPAr we turn to BPA
gce
 as it forms the basis for BPAr
Denition  The sorts and functions for a data environment for BPA
gce
with object names and object name bindings

Type is the sort of the object names Type contains an element 
T
and there
is an equality function eq
T
 Type  Type  Boolean dened on Type

X
Type
is a set of object names associated with Type For brevity we will
write X
T
instead of X
Type


Status  ffree boundg represents the status of an object name binding On
Status an equality function eq
S
 StatusStatus  Boolean is assumed We
do not consider the dummy status because it relates to the well	formedness
of Protocold expressions rather than to operational semantics

Activity  fbinding testg is a set that contains the possible manipulations
of object names An equality function eq
A
 Activity  Activity  Boolean
is assumed

History is a set of stacks A history contains manipulations activities
applied to an object name The empty history is given by 
H
and we

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assume functions
push  Activity  History  History 
pop  History  Activity 
tail  History  History 
eq
H
 History  History  Boolean

An object state for X
T
is a mapping of X
T
to Type  Status  History
which we present with a set of tuples ht bs hi
x
with t  Type bs  Status 
h  History and x  X
T
 OS X
T
 is the set of all object states for X
T

If t is an object state for X
T
 hence t  OSX
T
 and x  X
T
 then we
also write tx for ht bs hi
x
 

 

and 

represent projection functions
that refer to information in a tuple ht bs hi
x
as follows


tx  t 

tx  bs 

tx  h

The expression tx can be regarded as the state of the object name x An
object name is said to be in its initial binding state if
tx  h
T
 free 
H
i
x

By s

 OSX
T
 we denote the data	state in which each x  X
T
is in its
initial binding state
Denition  A set with object name binding and clear actions for
BPA
gce
 parameterized with a set of objects X
T
is dened by
OBX
T

def
 fhx  ti clearx j x  X
T
 t  Typeg

According to 
 a data environment for BPA
gce
can be constructed from a
set A of atomic actions a set S of data	states and a Boolean algebra that
contains expressions enableda for all a  A We enlarge this notion of data
environments with object name bindings by incorporating a set X
T
of object
names a set of object name binding states OSX
T
 and a set of object name
binding and clear actions OBX
T
 in accordance with the above denitions
Denition  We assume that for a  A the functions action eect
and eval are given relative to a set S and that these functions are trivially
extended and dened on the set SX
T
 dened below A data environment
SX
T
 for BPA
gce
over a set A of atomic actions a set OBX
T
 of object
name binding and clear actions and a Boolean algebra B AX
T
 is a tuple
hSX
T
 action eect  evali The components are dened as follows

AX
T

def
 A OBX
T
 is a non	empty set of actions

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
SX
T

def
 S  OSX
T
 is a non	empty set of data	states S is assumed to
be some set of data	states for a data environment for BPA
gce

Let s  SX
T
 we write s
t


t

     t

n
t
n
 for s with t


substituted
for t

 etc From the context and the type of the terms it will be clear to
which element of the pair s the substitution refers Typically the bindings
are addressed eg s
ht bound  pushbinding 
H
i
x
tx is an update of the
binding state for x in s

action  AX
T
SX
T
  AX
T
fg For all a  OBX
T
 and s  SX
T

we dene
actiona s
def
 a

eect  AX
T
SX
T
 SX
T
 For all s  SX
T
 x  X
T
and t  Type
the eect function satises the following constraints
eecthx  ti s
def




















s
ht bound  pushbinding 
H
i
x
tx if eq
S


tx free  true
s
pushtest  

tx

tx if eq
T


tx t and
eq
S


tx bound
 true
s otherwise
Note the case where eq
T


tx t  false need not be considered here
it is not enabled see the denition of eval below
eectclearx s
def








s
h
T
 free 
H
i
x
tx if eq
A
pop

tx binding  true
s
tail

tx

tx if eq
A
pop

tx test  true
s otherwise

eval  B AX
T
  SX
T
  B AX
T
 For all s  SX
T
 x  X
T
and
t  Type the eval function satises the following constraints
evalenabledhx  ti s
def




















true if eq
T


tx 
T
 and
eq
S


tx free and
eq
H


tx 
H

or eq
T


tx t and eq
S


tx bound  true
false otherwise

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evalenabledclearx s
def
 true

The following step towards a data environment for BPAr is the partitioning
and extension of the set of actions AX
T
 It can be easily proved that for
all x  X
T
and t  Type the action clearx is an inverse of hx  ti note
that clearx is uniformly enabled so the following choices lead to a useful
partition of AX
T

Invertiblehx  ti
def
 Passclearx
def
 true
By denition we have Passaghx  ti  true and we further assume a
partitioned and extended set of actions A
flag
 We dene
A
flag
X
T

def
 A
flag
OBX
T
  faghx  ti j x  X
T
g
Note that a data environment S
ag
X
T
 for BPAr can be simply dened us	
ing the above denitions We now provide an example that illustrates how an
evaluation of a process term over BPAr by means of the state operator
can be accomplished in a data environment S
ag
X
T

Example  Let Type be the natural numbers and q some term over
BPAr We assume a data environment S
ag
X
T
 and write hx  i
f
for aghx  i If the object names are in their initial state s

 OS X
T

s  S and the process term p is dened by p
def
 hx  i  hx  i  hx  irq
then p behaves as follows



ss


p
 
ss


hx  i  hx  i  hx  irq
 hx  i
f


ss

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
x
tx
hx  i  hx  irclearx  q
 hx  i
f
 hx  i
f


ss

hbound pushtest pushbinding 
H
i
x
tx

hx  irclearx  clearx  q
 hx  i
f
 hx  i
f


ss

hbound pushtest pushbinding 
H
i
x
tx
clearx  clearx  q
 hx  i
f
 hx  i
f
 clearx 

ss

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
x
tx
clearx  q


Note the analogy with Example  In Protocold the AND function may be replaced
by  and the OR function by j

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 hx  i
f
 hx  i
f
 clearx  clearx  
ss


q
In the evaluation of p above the rst binding of x to  succeeds because x is
in its initial binding state The second binding of x to  also succeeds because
x is already bound to  the second binding simply behaves as an equality
test on x and  The subsequent attempt to bind x to  fails backtracking is
triggered and the binding of x to  is undone by the second clearx action
After this the process is back in the initial state s s

 and the right argument
q of the r operator can be evaluated 
The above example illustrates the occurrence of two types of bindings of object
names hx  ti as well as of two types of clearx actions For instance there
are clearx actions that do actually change the binding status and clearx
actions that do not If desired this type of additional information related to
the data	states can be encoded with the action function
	 A small language for mixed specications
In this section we give a small language PC
L
for Protocold	like expressions
with some rules that express important operational equivalences that hold
in Protocold One important operational identity was discussed in Section
 the distributivity of  over j We will also attempt to formalize the
contextual behaviour of backtracking in Protocold We abstract from the
parameter passing mechanisms that are used in Protocold For reasons of
simplicity the LET construct is not modelled in PC
L

First we dene the basic ingredients of a PC
L
 term We assume a set
A
pc
of actions with typical elements  	     as well as a special constant
FAIL

 The sort P
pc
of procedures with elements p p

 q     is inductively
dened Every action   A
pc
is a procedure FAIL is a procedure and three
operators on the sort of procedures dene new procedures as follows
j
L
 P
pc
 P
pc
 P
pc
alternative composition or left choice
  P
pc
 P
pc
 P
pc
sequential composition

   P
pc
 P
pc
procedure call
We dene the following rules for PC
L
 Let x y and z range over the PC
L

expressions and let  bind stronger than j
L
 Most of the rules in Table 
are straightforward interpretations of the operational behaviour of expressions
procedures in mixed specications However the rule Call deserves some
attention because it describes the normalization of choice expressions that

FAIL is not a special Protocold expression like SKIP see Section 
 but it can
however be interpreted as the assertion FALSE We think that for SKIP it is sucient
to assume that SKIP A
pc
 and that no special rules are needed

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Assoc x y z  x y z
Distr x j
L
y z  x z j
L
y z
Call 
  
Call 
 x   
x
Call 
x j
L
y  
x 
 j
L

 
y
Fail FAIL x  FAIL
Fail FAIL j
L
x  x
Fail 
FAIL  FAIL
Table 
The rules of PC
L
 where    A
pc

are referred to by a procedure call it can be used to remove the modular
structure from Protocold expressions We assume that the special action 

is initially always enabled and that it is disabled as soon as it is executed
So Call describes how 
 causes the commitment to x as soon as it has
succeeded simply by blocking y
The introduction of actions 
 by Call leads us to two rules that are not
easily formulated in the language over PC
L
 so we provide them informally
The rst is that every application of Call has to introduce a fresh action

 The second is that an application of Distr  with z containing some special
actions 


 


     has to lead to a duplicate z

with fresh actions 



 



   
respectively
x j
L
y z
Distr
 x z j
L
y z


It can be easily shown that the left choice operator is neither associative nor
commutative as a result of the rule Call By the normal congruence prop	
erties for  it is easy to demonstrate that direct substitution of a procedure
q in a procedure p must not be confused with a call of q by p This was already
illustrated in Example 
Example  Let q
def
 q

j
L
q

 p
def
 q and p

def
 
q We derive
p  q

j
L
q


Distr
 q

 j
L
q


p

 
q

j
L
q


Call
 
q

 
 j
L

 
q


Distr
 
q

 
 j
L

 
q




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The following step is the denition of some special types of PC
L
 expres	
sions First we dene at expressions being expressions without the call
operator Second we dene normal forms being a subset of the  at expres	
sions
Denition 	 A at expression over PC
L
 is inductively dened by the
following BNF grammar where   A
pc

p  FAIL j  j p p j p j
L
p

In the following lemma we state that the call operator can be eliminated
from all expressions over PC
L
 Note that in a setting with recursion the
call operator may become more problematic as recursion cannot be removed
in general the call operator cannot be eliminated from recursively specied
procedures
Lemma 
 For each expression p over PC
L
 there is a at expression !p
over PC
L
 such that
PC
L
 p  !p
Denition  A normal form over PC
L
 is inductively dened by the
following BNF grammar where   A
pc

p  FAIL j  j  p j p j
L
p

Lemma  For each expression p over PC
L
 there is a normal form "p
over PC
L
 such that
PC
L
 p  "p
The convention is to say that p is in normal form i p  "p Normal forms over
PC
L
 are unique modulo the names of the additional actions 
 the dierent
ways of normalizing an expression p may lead to dierent congurations of
these 
 actions
We think that it is also possible to dene a language PC
C
 based on PC
L

with a commutative choice operator j
C
 However as we argued above such
a choice operator is not compatible with the rule Call so we cannot simply
replace j
L
by j
C
 It seems necessary to add another commutative operator say

C
 to model the non	determinism of j
C
 For instance by a rule
p j
C
q  p j
L
q 
C
q j
L
p
Although a rule like the above looks attractive and may be interesting enough
to be considered more closely a solid language based on PC
L
extended with
rules for 
C
and j
C
 may not be straightforward We leave this as an open
problem

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 From mixed specications to process algebra
An exploratory translation of parts of mixed specications to process algebra
can be achieved by means of the language PC
L
 We assume that no LET con	
structs guard expressions or precondition calls are present in the specication
we want to translate and we only consider mixed specications with a single
set of objects Type and a single set of object names X
T
 associated with Type
Of course our ideas can easily be extended to dierent sets of object names
Furthermore recursion is assumed absent
Before dening a mapping from PC
L
to BPAr we will describe how
mixed specications can be interpreted in PC
L
 The names of Cold	 proce	
dures procedures in pre	 and postcondition style that form the lower layer
of a mixed specication see Section  are interpreted as actions   A
pc

The binding expressions x  t with t  Type and x  X
T
 are modelled
as a special kind of actions cf Section  where we modelled object name
bindings as atomic actions We will probably be more readily understood if
we speak of the set A
pc
X
T
 as the union of the set A
pc
and the set of binding
expressions associated with X
T
and Type Likewise we write PC
L
X
T
 for the
language PC
L
 extended with the binding expressions Procedures specied in
the compositional style are interpreted straightforwardly as PC
L
expressions
provided that the call operator is applied where necessary every procedure
name p occurring in the body of another procedure has to be replaced by 
p
The result of this translation is a non	recursive equational specication E
pc
over PC
L
X
T
 We assume that there is exactly one root expression p

in
E
pc
 which is an expression that is referred to by none of the other expressions
from E
pc

Notation  Let q be some Protocold expression and q

be dened as q
with all procedure names replaced by their calls using 
  A procedure p with
a parameter object name x dened by
PROC p  Type 	 
IN x
DEF qx
is interpreted as the expression p

x  q

x over PC
L

We can dene a data environment S
pc
X
T
 for E
pc
 which species the
underlaying data structures on which the actions of A
pc
X
T
 act For instance
the denitions of pre	 and postconditions of Cold	 procedures are part of
S
pc
X
T
 as these dene the eects on both the states and the enabledness
of the actions However S
pc
X
T
 cannot be interpreted simple as a data
environment for BPA
gce
 because an action   A
pc
X
T
 may have non	
deterministic eects We will not go more deeply into the denition of S
pc
X
T

A pair E
pc
S
pc
X
T
 thus models the operational behaviour of some given

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mixed specication
Denition  A translation
T  PC
L
X
T
  BPAr
of the root expression p

of a specication E
pc
to BPAr basically consists
of the following steps
i A normalization procedure which consists of the manipulation of the
equations of E
pc
according to the rules of PC
L
X
T
 This results in
normal forms see Denition 
ii A simultaneous translation of the set of actions A
pc
X
T
 to a set AX
T

and of the data environment S
pc
X
T
 to SX
T
 There are two impor	
tant restrictions on this First if an action   A
pc
X
T
 has a non	
deterministic eect function associated with it it has to be translated to
a sum of actions from AX
T
 such that each action in this sum has a
deterministic eect Second for all object names x  X
T
a special action
clearx has to be added to AX
T
 see Section  More formally for
each action   A
pc
X
T
 we either have
T   AX
T
 or
T  is a sum of actions from AX
T
 and we have
T FAIL
def
 
For all x  X
T
and t  Type we dene
T x  t
def
 hx  ti
iii A transformation of AX
T
 to A
flag
X
T
 and of SX
T
 to S
ag
X
T

Note the importance of dening the special actions 
 used for modelling
the contextual behaviour of backtracking in Protocold as
Pass

def
 true
iv A translation of PC
L
X
T
 expressions to BPAr expressions
This only makes sense if normal forms are considered in Section 
it was argued that the distributivity of  over j
L
 causes the global char	
acter of backtracking in Protocold expressions By calculating the result
of all possible distributions of  over j
L
 the scope of the choice operator
j
L
 and thus of backtracking is maximised Let   A
pc
X
T
 and let
p q be normal forms over PC
L
X
T
 then
T  p
def
 T   T p
T p j
L
q
def
 T prT q
v A small technicality We required in Section  that all possible binding
eects had to be undone in case of failure This is achieved by placing
the root expression p

of the specication E
pc
in a context r
T E
pc

def
 T p

r

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It is easy to see that the translation T respects the rules of PC
L
X
T
 eg if
p is a normal form then FAIL j
L
p is a normal form and if we use axiom Ba
from 
 we derive
T FAIL j
L
p  T FAILrT p  rT p
Ba
 T p

Some simple examples of Protocold specications with backtracking can be
found in 
 where a specication of a television set is given Unfortunately
we cannot handle these examples yet with the means described here eg we
did not treat precondition calls and LET constructs which are needed for
these specic examples However in the example below we translate some
simple procedures with backtracking to BPAr
Example  Let A B and Cy be procedures in the pre	 and postcondi	
tion style and p and q be specied in the algorithmic style We assume that
A B Cy are translated to the A
pc
actions  	 and y respectively and
p and q to p

and q

 T 
def
 a T 	
def
 b T x
def
 cx and T 

def
 z
PROC p  Type 	 
IN x
DEF x  A j
L
x  B
PROC q  Type 	 
IN y
DEF pyCy
The rst step is the translation of the procedures above to PC
L
using Notation

p

x  x   
 j
L
x   
	
q

y  
p

y 
y
The following step is the normalization of these equations using the rules of
PC
L

p

x
Call
 x   j
L
x   	
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The above expression for p

x can be substituted in the expression for q

x
q

y
Call
 
p

y y
 
y   j
L
y   	 y
Call
 
y   
 j
L

 
y   	 y
Call
 y   
 
 j
L

 y   
	 y
Call
 y   
 j
L

 y   	 y
Distr
 y   
 y j
L

 y   	 y
We nally translate the above normal form of q

y to BPAr by applying the
translation function T given in Denition  Because we do not translate
a complete equational specication the context r is omitted
T q

y  T y   
 y j
L

 y   	 y
 T y   
 yrT 
 y   	 y
 T y    T   T 
  T y
r
T 
  T y    T 	  T y
 hy  i  a  z  cyrz  hy  i  b  cy
We show how evaluations of T q

y model the execution of the procedure q
For example let the precondition of A be FALSE and those of B and Cy be
TRUE Then we have enableda  false and enabledb  enabledcy 
true Note that we may replace a by  because for all a  A
flag
we have
a  enableda  a Let the set S of data	states be given by the set of
Booleans ftrue falseg s
o
be the state in which y is in its initial binding

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state and b
z
a variable over S The special action z is dened as follows
actionz true
def
 z
actionz false
def
 
eectz b
z

def
 false
evalenabledz b
z

def
 true
Let the action and eect functions on a b and cy for all y  Type be
dened as the identity We derive the following evaluation of T q

y

trues


T q

y
 
trues


hy  i  rz  hy  i  b  cy
 hy  i
f


trues

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
y
ty
rcleary  z  hy  i  b  cy
 hy  i
f


trues

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
y
ty
cleary  z  hy  i  b  cy
 hy  i
f
 cleary  
trues


z  hy  i  b  cy
 hy  i
f
 cleary  z  
falses


hy  i  b  cy
 hy  i
f
 cleary  z  hy  i 

falses

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
y
ty
b  cy
 hy  i
f
 cleary  z  hy  i  b 

falses

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
y
ty
cy
 hy  i
f
 cleary  z  hy  i  b  cy
We now evaluate a dierent situation by choosing the precondition of A as
TRUE and that of Cy as FALSE So enableda  true and enabledcy 
false We derive the following evaluation of T q

y

trues


T q

y
 
trues


hy  i  a  z  cyrz  hy  i  b  cy
 hy  i
f


trues

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
y
ty
a  z  rcleary  z  hy  i  b  
 hy  i
f
 a 

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
trues

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
y
ty
z  rcleary  z  hy  i  b  
 hy  i
f
 a  z 

falses

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
y
ty
rcleary  z  hy  i  b  
 hy  i
f
 a  z 

falses

hbound pushbinding 
H
i
y
ty
cleary  z  hy  i  b  
 hy  i
f
 a  z  cleary  
falses


z  hy  i  b  
 hy  i
f
 a  z  cleary  
We can explain this evaluation in terms of the original mixed specication
on Page  Given the preconditions of A and Cy the procedure qy is
executed as follows qy calls py with a free object name y The body of
the procedure p is entered and y is bound to  hy  i Then the procedure
A is successfully executed a because its precondition is TRUE The body of
p is left z and a deadlock is met rst  Then the binding eect of p on y
is undone cleary and because the procedure p cannot be re	entered again
z is not enabled anymore the expression qy fails  This is conform the
working hypothesis in Section  
 Technical overview
A study of the operational behaviour of the specication language Protocold
has been conducted by analysing simple language constructs in an algebraic
way In particular the backtracking mechanism of Protocold was studied ex	
tensively We argued that to a certain degree the execution of a mixed spec	
ication can be regarded as the evaluation of a process term over BPAr
For the purpose of translating parts of mixed specications to BPAr
a small language PC
L
was dened for the manipulation of Protocold	like ex	
pressions which preserves some typical operational equivalences An informal
interpretation of mixed specications was given in PC
L
 and in a more for	
mal way a mapping was dened of PC
L
 expressions normal forms to
BPAr terms
The following two properties of backtracking that are preserved by this
translation are the as we called it contextual behaviour of backtracking in
Protocold as well as the fact that backtracking is not limited to the scope of
the choice operator j a fact that makes a canonical mapping from PC
L
to
BPAr impossible
A special data environment for BPAr had to be dened in order to cap	
ture the very specic nature of the binding of object names and the undoing
of such bindings We think that Example  nicely illustrates how backtrack	

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ing over bindings works in BPAr and how backtracking in Protocold can
be interpreted
Another interesting problem in Protocold is that two dierent operational
interpretations of the choice operator are conceivable a deterministic version
j
L
 and the non	deterministic j
C
 We restricted ourselves mainly to the
deterministic left choice because it looks as if j
C
 is a much more complicated
operator for which a richer language than PC
L
has to be dened
We restricted our study to a small subset of Protocold One argument
is that we think that we have already traced some important problems of
backtracking in Protocold this way The second argument is that for a more
thorough treatment of some parts of Protocold particularly that with the
assertions the formalism BPAr may not be expressive enough The reader
is reminded of the fact that assertions are highly dependent on abstract data
structures as they can be specied in Protocold For instance assertions can
consist of object name bindings and all kinds of Boolean expressions such as
equality between terms expressions with the functions   etc
In addition to assertions we also did not provide a thorough treatment of
precondition calls and guard expressions which are directly dependent on the
assertions For procedures in pre	 and postcondition style the precondition
calls can be interpreted as straightforward tests on enabledness For proce	
dures in algorithmic style the evaluation of precondition calls can possibly
be modelled in BPAr by processes that have the potential for transform	
ing data	states simply by causing binding eects without side eects We
also argued that the evaluation of assertions in guard expressions displays
process	like behaviour This is best illustrated by the comparison of AND
with  and OR with j Moreover as is the case with precondition calls
guard expressions cannot cause side eects but can cause binding eects
Consequently in both types of Protocold expressions backtracking over bind	
ing eects can occur backtracking is also here being viewed as contextual
However we are quite condent that the execution of precondition calls and
guard expressions can be modelled in a similar way as the execution of proce	
dures
 Evaluation
The work presented can be classied as a rst step in the direction of the
re	engineering of a language semantics Language semantics that follows an
operational style comes forward as an area at which process algebra is partic	
ularly useful The Protocold case presented in this chapter is proof of this the
development is reasonably simple despite the complexity of the matter Other
examples can be found in the denition of the ToolBus and recent work on
the semantics of EURIS 

The Protocold case also hints upon the need for careful inspection of can	
didate algebras The point is the following a process algebra provides an easy

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way to model a system in an operational style provided the assumptions and
tenets on which it is based itself are valid in the context of the system and
context to model Note that comprehension of the validity of the assumptions
and tenets in a certain case need not be trivial
Otherwise the specic process algebra is not the right choice and then
there is not much room for an alternative approach because the assumptions
and tenets are hard coded in axioms Two ways to proceed in such a case are
the following First use a less prescriptive language eg return to free style
mathematical denitions contrast for example the denition of a symbolic
variant of EURIS in 
 with the process algebraic approach in 
 Second
dene a new process algebra that ts The latter happens often consider for
example the myriad of process algebras related to ACP
One may wonder whether this myriad is a sign of weakness because chaos
seems to rule I suspect the opposite is true For from an engineering point
of view the design of a process algebra is essentially the gathering of domain
data and the formation of domain specic theory This is valuable Moreover
if one considers the pain eort and hard thought it takes to come up with
some stable axioms it can hardly be expected that for arbitrary systems in
arbitrary projects the basic system features can be dened correct from scratch
in free	style languages What seems to be lacking is a concise overview of the
available process algebras with their assumptions and tenets and rules of
combination Something similar to a library of data types
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